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ABSTRACT: This final issue for 2015 includes a special section of invited papers from the recent Learning Analytics and Knowledge conference (LAK15). The collected papers connect with the conference theme of “Scaling up: Big data to Big Impact” and reflect the emerging trends and future directions of learning analytics research.
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1 A MATURE FIELD

The early stages of learning analytics research tended to focus on identifying predictive models of student academic performance (Dawson, Gašević, Siemens, & Joksimovic, 2014). Clearly from these early days the research has now well progressed. The numerous presentations at the very successful 5th International Learning Analytics and Knowledge Conference (LAK15)1, highlighted the significant transition the field has made in moving from broad predictive models to more nuanced insights into student learning progress (Ferguson & Clow, 2015; Kovanović et al., 2015; Prinsloo & Slade, 2015; Snow, Allen, Jacovina, Perret, & McNamara, 2015). However, as noted by the closing panel at LAK15, while there is an abundance of work developing new analytic approaches there remains an absence of research concentrated on developing theory and knowledge. As we continue to explore new methods and approaches in analytics we must also encourage and foster a community of healthy critique. This includes opportunities to explore alternate conceptionalisations and theory related to learning analytics as well as challenging assumptions (Gašević, Dawson, & Siemens, 2015; Wise & Shaffer, 2015).

In bemoaning the state of education, Leadbeater and Wong (2010) outlined a set of strategies that could serve to transform schools and learning. A core strategy in this pursuit is for education to be more active, engaging and entrepreneurial that “draws” students deeper into their learning process. Undoubtedly, this is a space where learning analytics has, and will continue to play a significant role. However, the blind pursuit of technologies and user data must be balanced with a deeper critical lens as raised by the LAK15 closing panel. In this context, Leadbeater (2000) argues it is often our perceived knowledge that often prevents us from taking risks. In Leadbeater’s terms useful ignorance can serve to prompt new insights and innovation through explorations of research in unchartered domains. This is an important concept for the rapidly growing learning analytics community. As the field grows there is a

1 http://lak15.solaresearch.org/schedule
concern that we stop challenging the very assumptions that we are now building LA research upon. When we take for granted what “effective analytics” are - we are less inclined to move away from these “certainties” and will continue to propagate the assumptions they are founded on. It is time to stop, reflect and revisit the methodological and theoretical foundations the field is establishing, and perhaps, taking for granted. As the 6th annual LAK conference approaches, we must continue strive to provide opportunities to bring in new voices from diverse disciplines into dialogue and experiment with alternate approaches that challenge the security of our often tightly held beliefs.

2 THIS ISSUE

This issue features a special section that draws on invited papers from the recent LAK15 conference. All accepted papers were extensions of the conference proceedings and underwent further peer review before final acceptance. The papers illustrate the extension of learning analytics from the once staple diet of LMS data to classroom, physiological and MOOC data. The papers illustrate how some of the fundamental assumptions learning analytics are built on can be challenged (e.g., whether time online estimations are accurate). More importantly, challenging these assumptions can have significant implications on the validity of results and the longer-term credibility of the field as a whole. The guest editors Agathe Merceron, Paulo Blikstein and George Siemens selected those papers that not only reflected the conference theme of “Scaling up: Big Data to Big Impact” but also the diversity of research presented. The special section editorial identifies the emerging trends in learning analytics and the directions of the field based on an analysis of the LAK15 conference proceedings. The special section papers explore a range of analytic approaches and issues including: a) the use of LATUX workflow to develop intuitive visualisations to aid instructor feedback and interventions; b) the merging of NLP and entropy methods; c) a replication study to verify clusters of student behaviours in MOOCs, and d) a review of how different calculations and definitions of time online or on-task can influence results.

The final issue for 2015 concludes with a paper by Knight and Littleton (this issue). In exploring productive dialogue as a means to enhance education outcomes the authors seek to blend analytics or computational models with the learning sciences. As the authors argue, there is a lack of operational constructs that can aid researchers in undertaking analysis of what constitutes productive dialogue.

We hope you enjoy the following papers and we encourage you to reflect on the extent to which these papers and some of your work challenge and/or are challenged by existing theoretical foundations. Do not be discouraged if you encounter and experience a disconnection between your work and the current dogma. This is a much-needed space for reflection and consideration and an indicator that you are extending those research boundaries that are so important for developing the field. As learning analytics research evolves, we can expect to see the introduction of new theories and a revision to existing theory. We very much look forward to your continued research submissions that are tackling the key issues that are essential for the maturation and growth of the field.
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